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Abstract 
Security situation and the breakdown of law and order have been reported by 

many researchers to be the most devastating and deadliest disaster to human life 

on this planet earth. Yet everyone desires peace, freedom, health, love and order 

guarantee and assurance for life, and full opportunities for the development of 

individuals, families, communities and countries in all areas of endeavours. But in 

recent times, these conditions are almost forgotten in the north-eastern Nigeria in 

particular and the entire nation in general, creating untold psychological trauma 

especially for the internally displaced persons and compounded by the Fulani 

herdsmen. This work therefore focuses on the terror and horror encountered by 

the internally displaced persons and the week responds of Nigerian government 

in tackling this menace or National Security nuisance. The paper uses both the 

primary and secondary sources to X-ray and unveil the devastating psychological 

trauma/dilemma these persons are going through. The paper recommends that the 

root causes of the conflict be resolved and the issue of those psychologically 

traumatised be re-addressed by the relevant authorities/agents. 
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I. Introduction 

It is a clear fact that we are living in a country where gangsterism has become supreme; 

where law is replaced with lawlessness; where peace with violence; day with night; where 

order has caved into disorder and terrorism has become the norm; where the national 

security has practically fallen victim of the violent arrogance of the deadly Boko Haram 

hegemony and the nation today is perching on an abysmal abyss of despicable disaster. 

The Nigerian society in recent times is now a reincarnation of the Dark Ages, when 

primitive justice was supreme and civilization gave way under the pressure of inordinate 

barbarism. The normal psychological balance of the internally displaced persons in Nigeria 

is disrupted and there is always evidence of distress and significant functional impairment 

as a result of their encounter with the deadly Boko Haram insurgence. Treatment and 
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rehabilitation for those affected, however, is likely to be needed long after they have been 

discharged from the hospitals.The trauma suffered by the abducted women and girls is 

truly horrific and many of them have been repeatedly raped, sold into sexual slavery or 

indoctrinated and even forced to fight for Boko Haram even as suicide bombers. No one 

knows how many captives are still in the hands of the Islamic extremists, who have carried 

out a campaign of killings and kidnappings that has seen thousands of girls, women and 

young men seized to be used as sex slaves and fighters. At least 2,000 women and girls 

have been taken by Boko Haram since the start of 2014. 

 

II. Objectives of this Paper 

1. To examine the historical origin and mission of Boko Haram insurgency. 

2. To X-ray the psychological effects on victims occasioned by the barbaric activities of 

Boko Haram insurgency. 

3.  Try to proffer/ make recommendations to the government on how to manage and 

help those traumatised in various camps across the federation. 

 

III. Historical Origin, Mission and operational mode of Boko Haram Insurgence 

Boko Haram terrorist attacks have affected in no small measure citizens, public properties 

and business places in the country. It has affected major states in Nigeria especially the 

North-East areas such as Borno, Yobe, Gombe, Adamawa, Taraba and Bauchi States. These 

attacks have drastically affected business activities, human and economic developments 

with major emphasis on the tourism sector in Nigeria. 

             

Boko Haram is a militant Islamic group of some persons in Nigeria, causing massive 

devastations through waves of bombings, massacres, suicides and major destructions of 

infrastructure.1 The group was founded by Mohammed Yusuf in 2002 under the auspices 

of Jama’atu-Ahlis-Sunna-Lidda- Awati-Wal-Jihad, the group struggles for abolition of 

Nigeria constitution and upholding of sharia law, pronouncement of Nigeria as an Islamic 

state and abandoning of western education system (Eme et al 2012).2 In 2010, they made 

                                                 
1

 F. Chothia, (2012). Who are Nigerians Boko Haram Islamists? Available at http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-

africa-13809501 accessed on (01/09/2013)  
2 Ibid 

4 A. Ehikioya, (2014) Jonathan to Meet Parents of Abducted Girls, Retrieved from 

shttp://thenationonlineng.net/new/jonathan-to-meetparents-of-abducted-girls/,Accessed 19/September/2015. 

5 G. A. Deemua, M. A. Ogujiofor, (2013) ‘Terrorism in Northern Nigeria: Effects on Sports Development,’ Academic 

Research International, vol.4 (2), 293-296.   

6 https://www.theguardian.com/world/boko-haram 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/boko-haram
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their first deadly terrorist attack in Maiduguri, leaving four people dead. They bombed 

many places in Borno, Yobe, Bauchi, Gombe and Adamawa states in Nigeria. On August 

2011, there was suicide bomb attack on the Nigerian police headquarters at Abuja leaving 

scores of police officers dead. There was another attack on 26th August 2011, at the United 

Nations Building and over 24 people were killed. Several other attacks were also recorded 

in cities and towns in Northern part of Nigeria such as Suleja, Maiduguri, Damaturu, 

Kaduna and Jos. ((Eme, et al 2012; Andrew, 2012). According to (Andrew, 2012), in Borno 

and Yobe states, Boko Haram terrorist attacks paralyzed businesses, banking sector, 

schools, markets, transportation, and hospitality and tourism activities.4 

           

Boko Haram sect applies various methods to achieve maximum publicity in order to 

intimidate and generate a message which serve as a means to attain its objectives.5 Boko 

Haram does employ violence on the Northern part of Nigeria to instil fear in the larger 

part of the country and to effect a change and propaganda to capture the attention of the 

general public through mass media and other social network. 

           

Okoli and Lortger6 analysed or pointed out that the operational mode of the Boko Haram 

sect is generally associated with the followings.  

1. Mass killing 

2. Suicide bombing 

3. Use of improvised explosives 

4. Hostage taking (kidnapping) 

5. Media propaganda and advocacy 

6. Jail break 

7. Bank robbery 

8. Assassinations 

 

However, in order to examine the operational mode of Boko Haram insurgent group, a 

carefully selected history of their numerous attacks will help us understand the 

significance of this topic and to explain their method of operation. First and foremost in 

terms of area of operation in Nigeria, the group enjoys popular supports in the 

predominantly Muslim Northern region of Nigeria. According to Eyituoyo, the states 

include Bauchi, Kano, Yobe, Adamawa and Borno states.3 

                                                 

 

 

3 Eyituoyo, L. S. “Abuja attack: car Bomb hits Nigeria UN Building, BBC News, 26 August, 2011 Associated Press, 

Thursday 30 April 2015 00.57 BST 
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In order for Boko Haram to spread it ideology and cover a wider area to gain both local 

and intentional awareness, the group have reached international savvy audience through 

their operational blog at htt://YusufIslamicbrothers.blogspot.com, where it extols the 

virtues of Jihad. They also have an email to communicate with intending members.4 

            

Boko Haram group clashed with the Nigeria Police Force in July 2009, fighting was 

basically carried out by gun exchange and shooting using motorcycles.5 Boko Haram also 

attacked Western Institutions, most notably was the UN Headquarters in Abuja in August, 

2011. In this attack, it was recorded that 21 people were killed and that was the 

organization’s first suicide bombing using Vehicle Born Improvised Explosive Devices 

(VBIED).6  

     

In the previous year, the group also carried out series of robbery attacks/ operations. They 

carried out raids on banks and in the process huge sums of money were stolen from these 

banks. Properties worth millions of naira were destroyed in the process of these barbaric/ 

evil raids. One begins to wonder what kind of religious sect they are when their operations 

are also carried out on religious bodies both Muslim and Christian Civilians, including 

attacks on Mosques and Churches as well as public places such as markets, schools and 

Police Stations.  

            

One of the most deadly massacres was recorded in Baga, a town in the border with   Chad 

where thousands of people were killed and majority of the victims were children, women 

and elderly people who could not run fast enough for their dear lives when the insurgents 

drove into Baga, firing rocket-propelled grenades and assault rifles on town residents who 

were not in any way ready for any kind of defence or resistance against the deadly 

intruders. The human carnage perpetrated by Boko Haram terrorists in Baga was 

extremely enormous. These operations as well as many other methods of operations clearly 

                                                 
4 Biodun, K., (2014) Chibok: Mother of Abducted Girl Dies, Retrieved from http://thenationonline ng.net/new/chibok-

mother-abducted-girdles/, Accessed 19/September/2015.Abuja attack: car Bomb hits Nigeria UN Building, BBC News, 

26 August, 2011 

 
5

 Associated Press, Thursday 30 April 2015 00.57 BST 

 
6 Biodun, K., (2014) Chibok: Mother of Abducted Girl Dies, Retrieved from http://thenationonlineng.net/new/chibok-

mother-abducted-       girdles/,Accessed 19/September/2015. 

 

http://thenationonline/
http://thenationonlineng.net/new/chibok-mother-abducted-
http://thenationonlineng.net/new/chibok-mother-abducted-
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shows the mode of operation and motives of this group called Boko Haram is that they 

truly came to “steal, kill and to destroy”’’. 

 

IV. The Terror and Horror of living in Psychological Dilemma  

Recently, a news item11 reported that some of the nearly 300 girls and women freed by 

Nigeria’s military from the forest stronghold of Boko Haram were so transformed by their 

captivity that they opened fire on their rescuers, and experts said they would need 

intensive psychological treatment. The military medical and intelligence teams that 

evaluated the former captives, said many of them are severely traumatised, Army 

spokesman Col. Sani Usman. The process of rehabilitating/ rebalancing their psychological 

health condition is definitely not going to be in anyway an easy task for the government 

and relevant agencies to handle because of the high level they have been terribly and 

horribly traumatised. Most of the girls and women freed from Boko Haram captivity have 

been indoctrinated into believing the group’s ideology; while others had established strong 

emotional attachments to the militants they had been forced to get married to. Some of 

them freed by the army in Yobe state for example, had upset their community on their 

return by maintaining that the militants were good people who had treated them well.12 

Amnesty International’s Africa director for research and advocacy Netsanet Belay said in 

Guardian News Paper that “The trauma suffered by abducted women and girls is truly 

horrific as some of them have been repeatedly raped, sold into sexual slavery or 

indoctrinated and even forced to fight for Boko Haram”.13 

            

It has also been reported in different quarters that Boko Haram used some of the women 

as armed human shields; a first line of defence who opened fire as the rescue troops 

approaches them in Sambisa forest. No one knows how many captives are in the hands of 

the Islamic extremists, who have carried out a campaign of killings and kidnappings that 

has seen thousands of girls, women and young men seized to be used as sex slaves and 

fighters. Amnesty International said that at least 2,000 women and girls have been taken 

by Boko Haram since the start of 2014. Among them are the nearly 300 girls abducted from 

their school in Chibok on 14 April 2014. Dozens escaped as they were taken in trucks into 

the Sambisa forest. The plight of the schoolgirls, who have become known as “the Chibok 

girls”, sparked international outrage and a campaign for their release under the hash tag 

‘’Bring Back Our Girls’’. Their kidnapping brought Boko Haram to the world’s attention, 

with former US first lady Michelle Obama among those becoming involved, as she tweeted 

a photograph of herself holding the campaign sign. Sambisa forest is a large expanse of 

land, where several terrorist camps are located. The forest is a national game reserve that 

sprawls over 60,000 sq. km (23,170 sq. miles). 

                

https://www.theguardian.com/world/boko-haram
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Some kidnapped victims who have escaped from Boko Haram go through security 

screenings for weeks and the trauma of those ‘rescued’ could be further exacerbated by 

lengthy security screening in detention, and that is why the Amnesty International is 

always calling on the authorities to ensure that their physical and psychological well-being 

be considered seriously while screening them. Sometime ago the former British prime 

minister Gordon Brown, now the UN special envoy for global education, had to call for 

the immediate release of all abducted girls from the security screening detention. No one 

knows when this nightmare will end because for years now families are living in 

psychological dilemma and still do not known whether their daughters are dead or alive, 

married off, sold off or violated as a result of their captivity. Boko Haram continues to 

attack isolated communities as the government of neighbouring Niger Republic said a 

Boko Haram attack on Karamga Island in Lake Chad, living about 156 militants, 46 soldiers 

and 28 civilians dead.14 

              

Boko haram attacks on the government and people of Nigeria have affected many 

institutions and families in Nigeria. Many have been killed through bombing, some 

through the usage of guns and other dangerous weapons, and to others, their parents and 

siblings were kidnapped, raped or disabled by the Boko Haram and that created an 

atmosphere that led to their passing through psychological trauma. These incidences are 

recorded in many instances, such as the Chibok girls that were kidnapped, the agony of 

those living in camps such as the Internally Displaced Persons (IDP Camps) who are even 

going through more trauma as majority of the relief materials provided for these victims 

are either stolen from the camps, sold, or diverted to their personal use by some persons 

working in the camps and those who are staying in refugee camps in Cameroon, Niger 

and Republic of Chad (Ayansina, 2015).15 In the case of the Chibok Girls, some of their 

parents were seriously affected as a result of psychological trauma that led to their 

untimely death since they could no longer cope with the situation as it became very 

unbearable for them and that eventually led them to their early graves. According to 

Biodun, some parents whose daughters were abducted by the Boko Haram on the 14th of 

April, 2014 such as Mrs Mary Paul Lalai who could not bear the incidence that took place, 

went through psychological trauma that affected her to an unimaginable extent that she 

later died of heart attack without seeing or hearing from her daughter again.16 Another 

recorded incident was that of a parent called Mutai Hona who also died of heart failure as 

a result of his two daughters that were kidnapped by members of Boko Haram. This 

occurred after he watched the video that was released by the Boko Haram on a note that, 

the girls would be married out without the consent of their parents and some of the girls 

that were Christians were forcefully converted to Islam by the insurgents.17   
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Formal Nigerian President, Ebele Jonathan was called upon by several groups both locally 

and internationally for his led government to rescue the girls from the hands of Boko 

Haram. Other calls for the same purpose also came from Malala Yousafzai who visited 

Nigeria on the occasion of her birthday to speak for the girls as her sisters whose voices 

were not heard.18 

                

The agony of children as a result of the Boko Haram attacks also remains another level of 

psychological trauma as their parents could not cater for them as it ought to be. According 

to UNICEF,19 the displaced children under the care of the UN Agency noted that, over 1.4 

million children have been displaced and that they could no longer take care of them as 

their number continues to increase beyond their imagination. It was also noted that about 

1.2 million of the total number of 1.4 million children recorded are from Nigeria. Such are 

some of the traumas that the people are faced with which reasonably, a call for a resolution 

of the conflict is very necessary and not just for those who are directly or indirectly affected 

by the crisis over time, but also for the general peace and well-being of our dear nation 

Nigeria. 

 

V. Findings 

The finding reveals that, many people have been affected directly or indirectly by the Boko 

Haram attacks leading to serious psychological trauma and even death. As noted in the 

course of this work, some of the victims of the Boko Haram attacks whom were and are 

still grievously affected psychologically are the parents of the Chibok girls that were 

abducted by the Boko Haram insurgents during the 14th of April, 2014 attack on their 

secondary school in Chibok, Nigeria. The research therefore, advocates for the government 

and relevant agencies to put necessary mechanism in place with the view to helping the 

victims come out of their psychological trauma and also calls for the resolution of the root 

causes of the conflict/attacks. 

 

VI. Conclusion                

The incessant terror attacks orchestrated by the deadly group known as Boko Haram have 

devastated the country and shattered the hope of many people and families. Orphans, 

widows and widowers abound all over the country as a result of the activities of this 

deadly group. Sudden death is a term used to describe tragic and unexpected death. It is 

usually traumatizing as such violent and abrupt end to life leaves family members with 

many puzzles. According to Human Rights Watch, from 2009 to date, Boko Haram 

activities in Nigeria have left well over 15,000 people dead. The deaths and violence arising 

from these attacks have no doubt created a number of complex issues for survivors and 

exacerbated grief response. 
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Leadership (2014), the sudden loss of loved ones can trigger a variety of psychiatric 

disorders even in people with no record of mental illness. Researchers all over the world 

are of the opinion that the unexpected death of loved ones roughly doubles the risk of new-

onset mental health crisis in people thirty years and older. Losing a loved one 

unexpectedly also raises the risk of major depression, excessive use of alcohol, and anxiety 

disorder, including panic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder and phobias. These 

health issues are reported in all age groups affected by sudden death. Recently, the 

Nigerian Medical Association (NMA) criticized the federal government for not having 

functional emergency plans in the public health sector despite the increasing insecurity in 

the country. The NMA chairman in Osun State said, “right now, the nation is under attacks 

which are killing innocent souls across the nation, yet Nigeria does not have any functional 

emergency plans or public health-oriented disaster management systems.” Leadership 

Newspaper explains that,  

 

A sudden tragic event shatters our sense of order and thrusts us into a 

world forever changed. Survivors may experience a greater sense of 

vulnerability and heightened anxiety as the safe world we once knew no 

longer exists. We fear for ourselves, our friends and family. Survivors 

become overwhelmingly preoccupied with thoughts that such a terrific 

act might happen again.20 

 

For some, the condition might just last for some days while for some others, it lingers for 

a long time. This reality should alert health care professionals about the possible onset of 

a wide range of health risks that the attacks by Boko Haram insurgents and other sect could 

expose Nigerians to.  

 

VII. Recommendation 

We therefore recommend that medical personals should go beyond proffering remedies to 

the immediate victims of such attacks to investigating the well-being or welfare of their 

children, wives, husbands, parents and friends. Healthcare providers should recognize the 

underlying causes of illnesses and just treat the symptoms, and be more sensitive to issues. 

The government and relevant agencies should be seeing as doing more in crisis 

intervention.  

        

In addition to treating the physical wounds and lacerations, we strongly suggest also that 

there should be a place for immediate counseling across the nation which will be very 

helpful for the victims. Government-funded support services for victims of crime should 

be initiated in the country. As in most other civilized nations, the government should 

establish a national center for victims of crime and adequate compensations made 
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available for these victims. Even though no amount of compensation will restore the lost 

lives, but it will however, go a long way in alleviating their traumas and putting them back 

into the mainstream of the society.  

              

Nigerians across the nation should see it as a sense of responsibility to offer emotional 

support, understanding, patience and encouragement to the victims and learn about post-

traumatic stress disorder. The federal government as a matter of urgency should put in 

place trauma lines that would provide psychological services to victims of crime in 

Nigerian.     Those traumatized live in deep fear, heightened anxiety, despair, helplessness, 

hopelessness, depression due to the horrors from the activities of insurgencies in the 

country.  The federal government should as a matter of urgency makes it a top priority, as 

“the crises in Northern Nigeria and other part of the country following the Boko haram 

insurgence and other sect activities are psychologically devastating.  

 

After the best part of over many years, the federal government has not been able to tell the 

Nigerian citizens the truth in view of the fight with Boko Haram and the true position of 

those adopted by Boko Haram, most especially the Chibok girls and by other terrorists. As 

the tension is still very high, Nigerians look forward to the day when this Monster-

Quagmire of Violence in Nigeria will truly and honestly be brought to an end. 
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